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BULLS OR BEARS
Bond bulls secured a third month in a row of gains as below-expectation data
and a still-supportive Fed buoyed bond prices.
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DEVELOPED MARKET FIXED INCOME
Maturities mattered in June as long-end bonds rallied whilst short-end bonds
fell following the Fed’s hawkish shift in tone. The Fed’s latest dot plot indicated
two rate rises at end of 2023, causing the front end of the curve to sell-off.
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EMERGING MARKET FIXED INCOME
EM bond performance diverged with hard currency US dollar sovereigns and
corporates gaining nearly 1% in contrast to local currency bonds falling 1%.
Local currency bonds struggled amidst a strengthening US dollar refueled by
the Fed’s hawkish pivot. Top performers in hard currency included 30-year
investment grade government bonds from Malaysia and Indonesia.

Spreads (bps)

GCC FIXED INCOME
GCC bonds continued to trend higher, boosted by Brent breaking through $75
a barrel, the highest level since 2018. Lofty oil prices and falling yields made
for a perfect combination in long-dated GCC bonds with 50-year Aramco
2070 outperforming, rallying 4 points. The standout sukuk performer was
Oman 2030, whose new issuance rose 3 points when it came to market.
Qatar Petroleum issued a bumper triple-tranche debut bond offering of $11
billion that was lapped up by investors.
NORTH AFRICA AND TURKEY
Turkey took advantage of a quiet period for its assets by issuing a 5-year
sukuk. In North Africa, OCP of Morocco successfully tapped the market.
Egypt’s parliament passed a long-awaited law that allows the sovereign to
issue sukuk in the future that should be well received the market, in our view.

MARKET OUTLOOK
SUMMARY – PEAK TEMPERATURES, PEAK INFLATION, PEAK
EVERYTHING…
Peak pandemic, peak policy support, peak inflation, peak growth. Data points
could all be going downhill from here. With the pandemic slowly receding, policy
support has also likely peaked, along with inflation, growth and bond yields.
GROWTH – BEAR-FLATTENING YIELD CURVE
Growth rates are likely peaking in DM now and in EM by year-end. The
US yield curve is reflecting peak growth now followed by a slowdown.
For example the bear-flattening curve reflects the fact that the market is
pricing hikes into the front end of the curve to curb potentially persistent
(yet unlikely) inflation, whilst the flattening back end of the curve indicates
acceptance that long-term growth rates will revert to trend as policy support
is inevitably withdrawn.
MONETARY POLICY – DOVES OUTNUMBER HAWKS
We disagree with some market commentary that the Fed delivered a hawkish
surprise at its June meeting. Powell played down the fact that a couple of
members brought forward their first rate-hike expectations to 2023. We
think the Fed will struggle to get one rate hike in by 2023, let alone two.
SENTIMENT – SUMMER SHORT SQUEEZE FOR US BOND TRADERS
Short US treasury positions were squeezed in Q2 as yields collapsed. We
think short-positioned bond traders could come under renewed pressure
throughout the summer if the reflation-trade narrative loses steam as
inflation fears fade.
VALUATIONS – HIGH YIELD IS A TWO-SIDED COIN
DM high yield offers poor value with an absolute yield below 4%, but EM high
yield spreads are attractively priced and still trade more than 150 basis points
wider than its 2018 lows. EMBI and CEMBI spreads can grind a bit tighter from
here as both indices are around 50 basis points higher than the 2018 lows.
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DM IG Corporates

80

96

DM HY Corporates

264

359

EM USD Sovereigns

353

352

EM USD Corporates

296

328

Returns (%)

MTD

YTD

EM USD Sovereigns

0.73

(0.66)

EM Local Sovereigns

(1.10)

(3.90)

EM USD Corporates

0.84

1.15

Middle East Corporates

0.83

1.14

Sukuk

0.34

1.33

*EM USD Sovereigns= JPM EMBI Global Diversified Index, EM
Local Sovereigns= JPM GBI- EM Global Diversified Index, EM USD
Corporates= JPM CEMBI Diversified Index, Middle East Corporates=
JPM CEMBI Broad Middle East Index, Sukuk= FTSE Sukuk Index
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EM EQUITIES
EM equities underperformed DM and MENA markets in Q2. EM markets
witnessed a drop of c.3% post FOMC meeting in June where the Fed took
its first hawkish turn sending signals of slower asset purchases and possible
rate hikes in 2023. We saw some reversal to losses towards the end of June
especially in countries with a higher exposure to commodities. We also saw
negative returns in several countries like South Africa and ASEAN economies
in June owing to an increase in Covid-19 cases leading to renewed restrictions
on movements.
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DM EQUITIES
DM equities posted strong gains up 7.3% with the S&P 500 (8.5%) and STOXX
600 (1.5%) reaching new all-time highs in Q2. However, increasing concerns
about the new delta variant spreading hampered the prospects of some Covidsensitive sectors with STOXX Travel & Leisure sector index dropping by 8.4%
in Q2. Similarly airline stocks in the US saw negative returns of 11.4% in Q2
ending 4 consecutive runs of positive quarterly advances.

DM

12.2

The end of Q2 marked another strong quarter for financial markets with most
of the non-currency assets continuing to move higher. The strong performance
was mainly driven by increased vaccination rates and a continuous decline in
new Covid-19 cases. The overall optimism saw a brief pause in June with an
increase in cases of the delta variant.

PERFORMANCE OF KEY MARKETS

7.3
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MENA EQUITIES
MENA equities continued to outperform EM equities finishing the quarter up
7.5%. The positive performance came from Saudi equities which returned
10.9% followed by Kuwait (9.7%) in Q2. On a YTD basis, the Saudi market
has outperformed the MSCI EM index by around c.20% sustained by strong
earnings, oil prices, mortgage growth and signs of revival in corporate
lending, coupled with the government’s timely announcement on vision
2030. Kuwait posted strong returns after the parliamentary approval on the
new mortgage law, which should ease the strain on the budget as well as
clear the backlog for 90k Kuwaiti nationals. Brent Crude was up by 18.2% in
Q2 (YTD: +45.0%) which supported hopes for a stronger economic recovery.

MARKET OUTLOOK
Infrastructure spending and the associated increase in commodity prices should
create opportunities for global markets. Inflation remains as the prevailing
theme especially with US CPI print. We believe a decline in asset purchases
would be a gradual process until the economy starts seeing some meaningful
recovery and movement towards employment and price-stability goals.
DM AND EM EQUITIES
The announced deal between the White House and a group of bipartisan Senators
on over half a trillion dollars of new infrastructure spending should continue
to support DM equities. With infrastructure spending being the major catalyst
going forward for global economies, the impact of which would spread to EM
through higher commodity prices, we remain positive on EM outlook. Despite
all the positive vaccine and stimulus news, we think a period of consolidation
for DM equities makes sense as valuations are more stretched given the weak
fundamental outlook.
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Global equities could see some jitters in short-term due to spread of
the delta variant which could lead to restrictions and raise questions
on valuations if they remain sustainable.

MENA EQUITIES
We upgraded MENA equities to overweight from neutral this month as the
region stands to benefit from the global rally coming from the vaccination
program and re-opening themes. We think that continued improvement in
sentiments from the re-opening of MENA economies, appealing valuations
and positive geo-political news should support the regional markets. We
also believe that oil ranging around USD65-75/bbl should help support oilrich countries in keeping their fiscal deficits under control for the year and
we expect sovereign wealth funds to support spending and growth in the
medium term. We have a strong positive view on UAE equities due to positive
announcements on the modernization of family law, removal of ownership
restrictions and attractive valuations.
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DISCLAIMER:
This document has been prepared based on the sources believed to be reliable
solely for information purposes by Mashreq Capital (DIFC) Limited (“MC”).
MC is incorporated in the Dubai International Financial Center (“DIFC”) and
regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority (“DFSA”). This document
is only directed at “Professional Clients” as defined by the DFSA - Conduct
of Business Rulebook and no other person should rely upon the information
contained within it. Neither the DFSA or any other authority or regulator located
in the GCC or MENA region has approved this information. This information
and associated materials have been provided for your exclusive use. This
document is not intended for distribution to, or use by, or relied upon by any
person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution would
be unlawful under the relevant laws. Any distribution, by whatever means, of
this document and related material to persons other than those referred to is
strictly prohibited.

CONTACT US:
Mashreq Capital (DIFC) Ltd.
Al Fattan Currency House,
Tower 2, Floor 28, Office
2803, DIFC, Dubai, United
Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 4 424 4618
Email: MarketingTeam@
mashreq.com
www.mashreqcapital.ae

This document does not constitute investment advice, solicitation, any offer or
personal recommendation by MC or any related MC entity (which includes for
the purpose of this disclaimer, any employee, director, officer or representative
of any MC entity), to buy or sell any security, product, service or investment,
or to engage in or refrain from engaging in any transaction, including any
jurisdiction where any such investment advice, solicitation, offer and/or
personal recommendation would be contrary to any law or regulation in that
jurisdiction. Certain assumptions may have been made in the analysis that
resulted in any of the information, projection, results and/or returns detailed in
this document. The opinions expressed here may change. The information and
opinions are derived from proprietary and non-proprietary sources deemed
by MC to be reliable, are not necessarily all-inclusive and are not guaranteed
as to accuracy. As such, no warranty of accuracy or reliability is given and
no responsibility arising in any other way for errors and omissions (including
responsibility to any person by reason of negligence) is accepted by MC, its
officers, employees or agents. This material may contain ’forward looking’
information that is not purely historical in nature. Such information may
include, among other things, projections and forecasts. There is no guarantee
that any forecasts made will come to pass. This material is NOT intended
to be relied upon as a forecast, investment research or advice, and is not a
recommendation, offer or solicitation to buy or sell any financial instrument or
to adopt any investment strategy. The opinions expressed herein may change
drastically at any time due to market conditions. Reliance upon information in
this material is at the sole discretion and risk of the Professional Client/reader.
Investing involves risks.
Professional Clients are required to undertake their own assessment and
seek appropriate financial, legal, tax and regulatory advice to determine
whether any investment is appropriate for them in light of their experience,
objectives, financial resources and other relevant circumstances. Neither MC
nor any related entity accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect,
consequential or any other category of loss (except for gross negligence and
wilful misconduct on part of MC) arising from any use of this document and/or
further communication in relation thereto. Neither MC nor any related entity
has any obligation to correct or update the information or opinions in this
document and any opinion expressed is subject to change without notice.
Any terms in this document are indicative and do not constitute solicitation or
an offer to sell to the public, whether on any particular terms or at all. This
document is not intended to identify, represent or notify any conclusive terms
and conditions of any transaction, or other material considerations or any
possible risk, direct or indirect that would or may be involved in undertaking
any such transaction.

